Abstract-A description language for the finite element method was developed, which can be used specifically for element-by-element (EBE) calculations on unstructured simplexmeshes. Geometry, problem type and solving method can be specified in it, furthermore adaptive mesh refinement and mesh reduction can be controlled. The language elements are defined, a possible way of problem description is investigated, and an example is presented here.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modeling new problem types, introducing new solving methods, and some complicated tasks such as optimization often require the modification of the existing FE software. However, this practice can mostly be avoided with a general purpose calculation program having a description language for FE problems.
There is a wide variety of such solutions, and the existing software methodology could be classified in many ways. We sorted them after the user interface i.e. the way problems are described, though this classification is not always unambiguous. Only a few representatives of each class are referred to.
Some FE packages are provided as a library of modules, and it is the user's part to put the pieces together [1] , [2] . This latter may be performed by a predefined macro-language [1] , where macros are subroutine calls or calling sequences. Data elements are usually not available from inside this language, thus innovations can only be made by adding new modules. These packages follow an "open software" concept.
The next class comprises matrix-languages for numerical computing environments [3] . Finite element computations are considered as a specialized form of matrix computations, and matrix algebra is written in symbolic form. Finally there are some high level PDE-languages [4] , [5] , which allow "pencil and paper" problem description. Although there is usually a wide variety of supported PDEtypes, FE approximations and solvers, these programs are essentially "closed".
The description language developed by the authors can hardly be classified into any of the above categories. It was designed for element-by-element (EBE) calculations on unstructured simplex-meshes, based on a specific data structure. This work is a continuation of [6] .
EBE solving methods exploit the local nature of FEM. In some iterative methods the solution can be fully decoupled into element-level calculations [7] . Also certain types of preconditioning, error estimation and postprocessing can be performed element-by-element. EBE methods require little storage, since no global matrices have to be formed. In addition they are easy to parallelize.
The EBE-language is low-level comparing to the others: first both problem type (PDE) and FE-approximation have to be combined with the solving method, which is then transformed directly to simple arithmetic operations on the nodal variables belonging to one element. In fact, the only thing to specify is how an element modifies its nodal variables. This kind of problem description may be long and hard to survey, therefore parameterized macros can be used for substituting the frequently occurring parts (this is a different approach of macros as compared with [1] ). Further comparison can be found in the following sections.
For realizing the idea, a computer program was created. During its execution, first the macros are expanded by a textpreprocessor, then the source is compiled into a fast executable code. The output of the solver is a text file, that can serve as the input of a graphic postprocessor.
In order to make the language elements understood, the background -an earlier published data structure [8] and the solving technique used by the program -is summarized briefly in the next two sections. The language elements are defined in section IV, the proposed way of problem description is detailed in section V, and finally a sample problem is presented in section VI.
II. SPATIAL DATA STRUCTURE

A. Representation of the Geometry
The geometry of the problem is described by its recursive BRep, i.e. each k-dimensional domain is given by its k-1-dimensional boundaries and its parametric equations, which latter define a local coordinate system at the same time.
Domains are discretized into simplex elements of the same dimension. Each element near the boundary adjoins to a oneless-dimensional element of the boundary .
B. Mesh Data Structure
The data structure consists of two types of objects: nodes and simplexes. Each node stores nodal variables, and local coordinates relative to the domain which it belongs to, while a simplex stores pointers to its nodes and to the neighboring simplexes for holding the structure together (Fig. 1) . A simplex near the boundary contains an extra pointer, which Manuscript received November 3, 1997 Sz. Gyim points to the joining one-lessdimensional simplex. Nodes are common to several elements, thereby providing a coupling between them.
An essential property is that this data structure is basically local: there is no global numbering of elements and nodes at all, consequently no global matrices can be formed. On the other hand, EBE methods do not really need any global matrices or global numbering, hence this data structure is applicable for them. It is also recommendable for adaptive mesh generation.
III. SOLVING TECHNIQUE
A. Iterative Methods
The Jacobi-relaxation and the conjugate gradient type methods can be re-arranged for EBE calculations [7] . For example, the iteration scheme of the Jacobi-relaxation for the system of equations Ku=b is the following:
Element contributions of the numerator and denominator in (1) can be accumulated into nodal summing variables directly from the element-equations, without assembling global matrix K and vector b. Once the element-by-element accumulation is finished, the division that gives the new approximation is performed node-by-node. The main drawback of the matrix-storage-free EBE methods is that the element matrices have to be recomputed in each iteration step. On the other hand, in the case of nonlinear problems or after mesh refinement they must be recomputed anyway [7] .
B. Adaptive Mesh Refinement
After starting with a very coarse initial mesh, adaptive refinement based on the well-known point-insertion method is applied, which results in a Delaunay-mesh. The method is applicable to the n-dimensional space. Although the basic idea is simple, refinement on the boundaries makes the method quite complex [9] .
C. Mesh Reduction
Mesh reduction or mesh truncation during the calculation can be realized in many ways. In the actual implementation a lock-criterion and an unlock-criterion can be specified for the nodes. It means that once the lock-criterion is satisfied, the node becomes locked, that is, its variables are treated as constants thereafter. On the other hand, if the unlock-criterion is satisfied, then the given node and all its neighboring nodes become unlocked. Simplexes having all their nodes locked do not take part in the calculation at all.
Dynamic mesh reduction can be achieved by an appropriate pair of criteria, otherwise either the solution becomes incorrect or the iteration becomes unstable. For example, one can select these criteria as limits for the relative change of one or more significant nodal variables within one iteration step. Of course the unlock-limit must be higher than the locklimit, while the ratio between them is practically 3-10.
D. Loop organization
With smart organization of the loops fast calculation can be achieved even with such poor iterative methods as the Jacobi-relaxation. As the block scheme in Fig. 2 shows, steps of the iterative calculation are performed on the same mesh until it is fully reduced, then the mesh is refined if needed.
Since in the beginning the mesh is coarse, and later on it is almost reduced in some degree, the CPU-time required for the solution is usually a fraction of that for a fixed-mesh solution [8] . Table I shows the definition of the developed syntax expressed in a modified Backus-Naur format. Problem description has a hierarchic structure: the problem is essentially a collection of independent domains, while a domain contains several independent calculation blocks Calculation blocks have a central role in the language, since they comprise assignments for nodal and global variables. As it was mentioned, problem type, FE approximation and solving method are expressed together as a sequence of assignments. Blocks are executed for each node or element in the mesh of the domain. In a node-block ("for_each_node") variables only of the actual node are available. In an elementblock ("for_each_element") however, all variables of the nodes belonging to the actual element are available, where an automatic (local) numbering of nodes is provided. Global variables are available from any of the blocks. They can be used for calculating global sums (e.g. error norm or inner products). We note that arbitrary number of nodal and global variables can be declared in the corresponding "var"-sections. Defining variables have only block scope and duration. They can help in clear writing of complex expressions.
IV. LANGUAGE ELEMENTS
The execution order of calculation blocks within one iteration step is specified in the "iteration"-section with a sequence of block names. The iteration process stops if either the "stop"-condition satisfies or the mesh is fully reduced. The "reset"-component can initialize the global variables before each iteration step.
There are two special calculation blocks: the one called "init" is executed once only for each node before the solution starts, and the other called "exit" is executed once only for each element after the solution finished. Block "init" can be used for initializing nodal variables (e.g. with constant boundary conditions), while "exit" can be applied for postprocessing purposes (e.g. calculating inductance or energy). Conditions for mesh truncation ("lock" and "unlock") and mesh refinement ("refine") can be considered node-blocks and an element-block respectively, from which the nodal and global variables are visible in order to form the logical expression, but they cannot be modified. Local and global coordinates can be declared in the corresponding "coord"-sections. In section "geometry" the parametric equations of the domain as well as their first derivatives have to be given for coordinate-transformations.
V. FIELD CALCULATION PROBLEMS
The proposed manner of comprehensive problem description is detailed here. Field calculation problems are expressed mathematically with a system of partial differential equations (PDE). Generally, each equation that contains higher order derivatives has to be decomposed into a system of first order differential equations because of the linear approximation used on simplexes. For example the 2D Laplace-equation for potential u,
can be decomposed as follows:
(We note however that with the weak-formulation of (2) the decomposition becomes unnecessary.) Each PDE in the decomposed first order system has the general form, L(u)=f, where formally
In (4) u and f represent scalar fields, c 0 and c k are coefficients, d is the dimension of the given domain and x k denote the local coordinates. Applying the Galerkin-method for (4), the equation-system for a simplex element is given for unknown u as follows:
where w i and w j represent shape functions, and V e denotes the volume of the simplex element. For the sake of simplicity we can consider c 0 e , c k e and f e constant on the entire element, in this case integrals and derivatives can be expressed in a closed form.
Regarding more complicated problems, vector-, tensorand complex-equations can be decomposed into a set of scalar equations for the components (the number of nodal variables is arbitrary). Nonlinear problems, coupled problems and transient calculations can also be handled.
Boundary conditions are specified generally by prescribing equations for the corresponding covering domains. However in most cases it is enough to initialize the nodal variables on the boundary with the appropriate values.
VI. EXAMPLE
As an illustration for the method, the problem of current and temperature distribution in a fusible filament was modeled [10] . We supposed that their distribution stabilized at a slight overload. The construction (showing rotational symmetry) and the modeled region can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 . 
, where σ Ag =σ Ag (T).
In (6) u denotes electric scalar potential, T the temperature, and σ Ag the specific conductivity, which latter is temperaturedependent. The equation for heat transfer on S is very similar to that of current flow except the heat source on its right side:
The effect of the environment can be approximated by a Cauchy-type boundary condition on the outer surface of the filament:
The weak formulation and the Galerkin-method was applied for (6) and (7). The two coupled systems of equations were solved by the Jacobi-relaxation with successive approximation. The calculation was finished once the mesh had been fully reduced, and no further refinement was needed.
The criteria for mesh reduction was based on the relative change of field variables u and T within one iteration step. The criteria for mesh refinement was based on the Z 2 error estimator [11] , for which the current density | j | and heatcurrent density | q | was approximated on each node.
Failing space, the text-format problem description itself cannot be shown here, but it was constructed according to the above principles. Results of the calculation can be seen in the next three figures. Fig. 5 shows the mesh and the solution in an intermediate state. Current density (shading) and temperature (curves) are plotted only on the locked elements. Fig. 6 shows the final solution. Heat-current density (shading) and temperature (curves) are plotted in Fig. 7 .
For comparison also the uncoupled case -simple current flow at constant temperature -was calculated. Table II compares the parameters of both cases. Calculations were made on a 100 MHz Pentium machine. EBE calculations may be practical for large-scale problems, nonlinear problems, adaptive mesh generation and parallel computing. In the proposed low level EBE language there are (in principle) no restrictions on geometry, dimension, problem type, and boundary conditions. On the other hand the element type is fixed (simplex), and solving methods are restricted to EBE types. In addition, for the predefined mesh refinement and mesh reduction techniques solely the criteria can be specified. For making problem description more comfortable, one can construct macro libraries for wide classes of problems. The EBE language is very flexible, but the pay-off for it being that solely the user is responsible for describing a solvable problem on a regular geometry.
